Formula Ford Festival finals coming up...
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The BRSCC Formula Ford Festivals are on a full roll. Antti Buri is defending the Finnish honor,
and despite early mishaps seems to be doing quite well...
This year's BRSCC FFF seems to be lacking Finnish contestants. Many talked about going,
but as I looked through the lists I only found Antti Buri in Duratecs racing. Last year things were
quite different, with several drivers participating. Makes me wonder what happened to Kivinen
and Mäkelä, I thought they were sure to go. Same thing for Jesse Anttila. Alas, we will have to
see how Antti does...
In Zetecs, given that no Finns are there to challenge him ( ;-) Neil Tofts seems to be heading for
victory. The Zetecs run their own races this year, but unfortunately only 10 cars are
participating, which is a few less than last year. As a result, the Zetec class goes through only
three sessions, with qualification, race 1 and finals. As it is, Neil seems to be heading for a win,
at least so far he has been unbeatable and stands on pole for the final.

In Duratecs the results have been interesting. Several drivers seem to have suffered from bad
luck (Hill, de Witte, Pye) and this applied to Antti as well, who had a gear lever failure in quali
and had to start from last row (aside Josh Hill, as it happened). However, Antti started a steady
climb, getting a few notches up to 8th in the first race and then continuing upwards. As it stands,
he is third in the grid for semifinal 2, with Tio Ellinas and Josh Hill next to him. Clearly a very
interesting race to watch, if one remembers the Donington battle between Ellinas and Hill!

Results available at TSL timing as usual, here is the link to TSL's BRSCC FFF results page .
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